THE HORIZON RADIO CONTROL SYSTEM (1972) by Steve Payne

The Horizon radio control systems I have come in a number of variants
The 2 channel version HS2D
The 3 channel version
And the 4 channel version HS4D
All have 2 frequencies changed by moving a slide switch on Tx and on the Rx
I believe Horizon were based in Ampthill Bedfordshire
I have 4 in total and have two 2 channel units
I don’t know if there are any others as information is next to nothing
The ones I have all seemed a bit iffy in action
So I decided to reverse engineer the 3 different transmitter units and fix all of them
back to as when they were new
And also investigate the receivers as well
ALL circuits and pictures follow on below.

To the right is the 4 channel unit

To the left is the 2 channel version

The units originally had rechargeable batteries fitted in the TX
And had their own charging unit in the same casing
This would not be acceptable nowadays as the mains input socket had unprotected
terminals which could be touched or shorted quite easily if you had the unit open
and the charge lead connected
The supplied charge cable consisted of a mains lead connected to a small 3 socket
round plug and also a lead with din plug which connected into the base of the
transmitter and connected to the receiver batteries and charged them at the same
time not the safest set up I’ve seen but it did work.

I decided to find my way around the pcb’s by drawing out the circuits for them
A slow process with much redrawing and re-checking involved
I have copied all the information I have obtained and present all the drawings I
have done and hope it may be of use to others who may have HORIZON radio
Control units
I cannot guarantee them to be 100% correct but I’ve done my best to get them right
The scope waveforms are as close as I can get them and are to help with fault
finding and will depend on pot settings and control settings so a little leeway in
their interpretation may be required

The 3 channel unit was the 2 channel unit with an extra stage and a slide pot fitted
to the front case to the right of the on off switch with glue. Not a very good way to
attach it
On my unit I could not get it to work consistently so I converted it back to a 2
channel and removed the extra stage
I was not sure if it was to work a servo or something else as when all 3 servos were
attached they all moved when any control was moved but as it’s now back to a 2
channel it works fine
I did find
The pushbutton on the front disables the modulation signal from the digital circuit
And with this pressed in you can check the output frequency of the transmitter is
correct as with the modulation on you get a much lower frequency on the freq
meter not what your expecting

PROBLEMS
The main problems seem to be age
The batteries leak onto the PCB causing weird operation
Extensive cleaning and scraping of the PCB to remove contamination is required
Also the transistors seem to have deteriated somewhat the bcw33 when removed
from the PCB and tested all had wild gains and some were detected as having a
resistor between B and E
And one even came back as being a mosfet
This could have been due to battery acid contamination
After checking 2 units I decided to blanket change them all in all the transmitters
The remaining parts on the pcb seemed ok but one preset pot had green mould
around the terminals and that read 300k not the 100k it should have been so that
was changed as well
I used BC547 as replacements but had to switch the base and collector legs around
and twist the orientation of the body so they would fit ok
The wires to the batteries along with the batteries were all renewed
The wires when stripped back had all gone black with age.
Receiver problems
There seems to be 3 different receiver units that I know of
One was dead and that was an open circuit transistor type CIL108 I used a general
purpose NPN transistor from an old IF stage to fix that fault
1 crystal had gone off freq so was replaced
There are also 1 or 2 electrolytic capacitors on the board
And its worth changing them as when checked one was nearly o/c
Another fault was only one servo working and that was the IC on the PCB there are
a few different ones used sn7474 sn74L164
I used solder wick to unsolder the parts as the board is very small and tightly
packed
I usually take a close up photo of the print before work as it’s easy to bridge print
and not know you’ve done it and spend hours finding a fault you’ve made
Also note the + side of the capacitors before removal and which way the transistors
were fitted as it’s all so easy to get it wrong
The drawings and photos are as follows
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Time has run out and this project has come to an end for now I will try to add more
info on the servos and receivers at a later date when I get more time as at the
moment all my units are up and running ok
If you want any help or can offer any info then please don’t hesitate to contact me
ESS.ESS2205@virgin.net
Regards
Steve Payne
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